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specially important being the account of the chapters whose virtues
and defects alike were so influential—the monastic orders and the friars ;
preaching—in a chapter to itself—of which more afterwards. The
fourth part deals with faith and life—charitable institutions and so forth—
and treats at length of SS. Elizabeth and Hedwig; much information is
also brought together upon outbreaks of violence, plundering of monas-
teries, the children's crusade, and the Flagellants (whose heretical
tendencies in Germany are pointed out). The fifth part is on heresies—
the Cathari and Waldenses (Maitland's book on the Waldenses, although
old-fashioned, is, by the way, too often overlooked, as it is here)—and
an account of the Inquisition follows, after the anti-social and politically
dangerous character of medieval heresy has been noted; although
dealing specially with Germany the chapter is useful for other fields of
study. The sixth and last part deals with education, with numerous
details on chapter schools, which in many cases paved the way for
the later schools of the Brethren of the Common Lot. Much local
information and detail is gathered into this chapter, which is full of
information. It need hardly be said that almost throughout the vulgar
opinions about the middle ages are tacitly shown to be untrue ; the educa-
tional arrangements of the age were after all not far behind its political
and constitutional achievements. The chapters on preaching and education
are in particular illustrations of this, and the richness of detail is worth
presenting for this purpose only ; we ha^e noticed as specially useful for
reference a note on p. 118 on sermons in German, and a section beginning
on p. 144 on Berthold of Eegensburg. A great many errors that are only
too common are disposed of by the simple amassing of facts and details.
If the middle ages are to be, and above all if the medieval church is to be,
fairly estimated, such a careful study of facts must precede generalisation.
This is indisputably the usefulness of the work discussed. This volume
does not cover such a wide field as did the first, but the subjects it treats
of, if less varied, are more significant, and the volume ia on the whole,
therefore, more important than its predecessor ; it shares its merits and
follows its plan. J. P. WHITNEY.

Die finansieUen Bczichungen Her florentinischen Bankiers zur Kirchc von
1285 bis 1304. Von GEORO SCHNEIDER. (Schmoller's ' Stoats- und
socialwissenscbaftliche Forschungen,' XVII.) (Leipzig : Verlag von
Duncker & Humblot. 1899.)

MR. SCHNEIDEB'S title hardly shows the full extent of the work he has
done, as his researches cover several pontificates before 1285. The date
is chosen as the nominal starting point owing to the incompleteness of
the printed regesta for earlier years, which naturally puts a student
working outside the Vatican archives at a serious disadvantage. This is
a distinct misfortune; for, though the author's general conclusions may
be accepted, a great part of the work will have to be done a second time,
and perhaps the whole recast, when we possess the full materials.
Gottlob's ' Papstliche Kreuzzugssteuern des 18. Jahrhunderts' and other
authorities, however, have been used to make good some of the deficiencies.
We are sorry to see no references to Mr. Bliss's ' Calendars of Entries in
the Papal Registers.' The author lays just stress on the fact that
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international banking derived its strongest impulse from the church,
whose revenues in Peter's pence and the censiis were collected in distant
countries, in a currency often depreciated (see pp. 82, 88), and sometimes
even in kind. The local branches of Italian banks, after satisfying the
papal representative' of the exact amount collected, and the sum that
would be payable in Borne, were able to remunerate themselves by using
the money in their hands in ordinary local business. They seem, more-
over, to have charged the church for their trouble and expenses sums of
whose amount we know surprisingly little. Probably research at the
Vatican would disclose the accounts of the receivers, but in the mean-
while Mr. Schneider has found (p. 87) only two instances in which these
sums are stated, one being about 12J per cent, and the other 25 per cent.
on the amount paid over in Rome. It cannot be doubted that the loans
granted to popes and to the college of cardinals were, spite of the church's
thunders against usury, very profitable to the bankers; but our author
has done well in pointing out that, in addition to this business (inevitable
to any government, and already fairly well known), the houses favoured
by the popes had a considerable outlet for their capital in the loans, made
under an elaborate system of official supervision, to ecclesiastics visiting
the Roman court (see ch. v.) The firstfruits due to the pope were often
advanced by the accredited bankers of the holy see, and charged by the
borrower on his benefice and even on his successors, to be paid cum
iustis et moderatis expensis ac debita reatauratioTie dampnorum et
int&resse, usuris omnino cessantibuj, under penalty of excommunication
and deprivation.

The distribution of the papal banking business is, however, the most
important matter with which Mr. Schneider deah. While bankers of
other cities, such as Siena, Pistoia, and Lucca, were employed in many
important matters, the hegemony was in the hands of Florentines. The
papal ambition to have a preponderating influence in Florence, with a
view to the ultimate absorption of the republic in the papal dominions,
led to curious changes in the personnel of the nercatores camerae
apottolicae.* Now Guelfs, now Ghibellines—now Whites, now Blacks
—were preferred, as their mercantile or financial influence in their city
was likely to further the papal designs. The topography of Florence,
and the Lsituations of the houses of the great bankers, and (in some
cases, e.g. p. 17) their connexions with the Colonnas and other noble
families in Borne, are used to illustrate the author's theme. His
detailed arguments cannot be reproduced here, but their ingenuity and
general soundness merit high praise.

BOBEET JOWITT WHITWELL.

Tlie History of Edward the Third. By JAMES MACKINNON, Ph.D.
(London: Longmans. 1900.)

THIS book shows ample evidence of painstaking and long-continued
study of the very abundant contemporary sources for the history of

1 Cf. cjg. Theiner, Vet. Mon. Hib. et Scot. p. 108.
= A careful study of the letter cited on p. 02, as to a supposed division of tho

1 mercatore3 camerae' into two classes, with the later lettero in pari mattria, will
hardly support the deductions the author makes from it.
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